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Organized by Ms.Shimaa Halima
Assalamu Alaikom and welcome back to a new school year in 2017! Looking
back at 2016, I have realised just how much our school community has grown
from then till now. Inshallah this year will be a very productive year for all. As
for the journal, we as a team will continue to promulgate our students’ avid and
keen writing skills whilst presenting very sensitive topics with their views. But
our journal is one of unexampled uniqueness, being it is run by students, for
students. Our journal will also continue to host annual competitions, which
can be seen as a platform for you to show us what you got!
As a winner of the previous writing competition, I would personally
encourage other students to join in any future events featured in the journal.
Even though I received a generous prize, I found that the experience to truly
understand my writing aptness and the ability for it to manifest itself was of far
greater value. You’ll be surprised at the things you can discover about yourself
through your own writing. So give it a try because, irrespective of the outcome,
you will always be a winner.
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Women’s rights in Islam

First place Winner

By: Haneen Ramahi 7A

By Naimo Omar 9C
Society and non-Muslims usually
think of Muslim women being oppressed and mistreated. A slave to a
man and his benefits and demands.
That is not the case in Islam. The
prophet praised women and reminded men to respect and be good to
their wives. Love them unconditionally and to not cause her any harm or
hurt. Emotionally and physically.
Muslim women in the modern world
are much different to the women in
the prophet’s days. From fashion to
positions. They have become stronger and weaker in Islam’s faith and
rules. Religious community gatherings in different mosques provide sufficient information for converts and
Muslim women trying to increase their
faith for the greater good or to simply
empower women. Wise people with a
religious insight provide information
on women in the prophet’s days and
compare, consult and answer questions in motivational and interesting
ways. This encourages Muslim women to feel more of a confident Muslimah.
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We are all guilty. Not many people can resist the captivating taste of soft
drinks. The artificial taste makes you believe that it tastes wonderful but
it’s not and there are many warnings and cautions for drinking these unhealthy drinks. So why do people still ignore them and take a dangerous
chance? After you read this engaging text you might change your mind
about even trying these unwholesome drinks…
One of the unhealthiest fizzy drinks is coca cola. Little did the inventor,
John Pemberton (1886), know that his invention would cause so many
health issues in society… John worked in the Civil War and when he
came back he continued to be a pharmacist. He wanted to invent something that would make him rich and well known but by mistake he invented Coca Cola and did not realise how popular it would become in the
future.
Just drinking one can of Coca Cola equals to 13 teaspoons of sugar, so
imagine drinking at least one can EVERY SINGLE DAY. That is like consuming 39 pounds (17.69 kg) of sugar per year! How shocking is that!?
That has more sugar than what you would normally have in a cup of tea.
Coca Cola speeds up the aging process of whoever drinks it and that can
cause children to enter puberty early if they drink it occasionally. This
can make them experience things too early for them to handle. Also,
studies show that when teenagers drink soft drinks too often, they can
get more violent and aggressive. But the adults consequence is MUCH
worse… Scientists have issued warnings that fizzy drinks can cause
184,000 adults to die every single year! Imagine how many people are
dying each decade! It’s literally killing off our generations!!!
People who drink Coca Cola on a daily basis have more of a risk of getting
heart disease and strokes. This is because of the harmful ingredients it
contains: Caffeine, phosphate acid, artificial sweeteners and food dyes.
Each of these ingredients cause the following side effects:

The Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
encouraged men to treat women with
special care. Men should love and
cherish their spouse equally. The finest of women that Allah love are
those who help and aid their husbands in all sorts of ways such as
providing emotional support. To provide advice and ease unnecessary
tension. Men and women have the
right to seek comfort from loved ones
and don’t appear as an oppressed
women and a dominant spouse.
As a conclusion women and men
share the same respect in a marriage
and acceptance is the key.

Excessive caffeine: causes irregular heart beat and cancer
Phosphoric Acid: weakens bones and rots teeth
Artificial sweeteners: makes you crave more
Food dyes: causes hyperactive behaviour and difficulty focusing

If you are afraid of the effects of drinking Coca Cola might have on
YOU, don’t stress! You can simply do the following:





Drink water instead,
Find healthy alternatives,
Cut it from your daily routine,
Or simply don’t drink it at all!
Reference List:

It’s not too late to quit…

Dailymail.co.uk
www.telegraph.co.uk
www.thefitindian.com
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https://wellnessmama.com
iml.jou.ufl.edu

Second Place winner By: Mohammed Abbas Unia 8E
A wise man once said: “Soft Drink is the tobacco of the 21st Century”. Soft
drinks are the beverage of choice for all humans around the world. Not only
are they full of sugar but they are really addictive!! A study showed that forty thousand men for two decades consuming one can of soft drink per day
had twenty percent higher risk of having a heart attack. Soft drinks can increase the risk of being exposed to more diseases and can also lead to obesity. Soft drinks can also spoil one’s health, as well as damage one’s organs
including one’s teeth.
A recent experiment was conducted to see what soft drinks are actually
made of. They boiled Pepsi in a pot on a hundred degrees. Two minutes later they discovered three substances as a precipitate out of the boiled drink.
The first one was sugar, there was plenty of sugar in the pot. The second
substance they found was a dye. The third substance was hard to identify,
they took it to the lab for further research. Less than an hour later, scientists discovered that this was asphalt with which roads are made up of. Another study of a twenty-two year-long study of 80,000 women found that
those who consumed a can a day of sugary drink, had a 75% higher risk of
gout than women who rarely had such drinks.
Soft drinks can lead to obesity as well as exposure to many diseases. A meta
-lysis of 88 studies showed that soft drinks associated with lower intakes of
milk, calcium and other nutrients with an increased risk of several medical
problems. Soft drinks are associated with obesity and diseases. Drinking
soft drinks majorly results in an increase in the chance of having: obesity,
liver damage, tooth decay, diabetes, kidney stones, heartburn, osteoporosis,
high blood pressure, heart disease and many other dangerous diseases.
If one gulps twenty glasses of soft drinks, within forty-five minutes, caffeine
from the drink will be fully absorbed, and as a result, one’s pupils expands
and blood pressure rises. As a results, the body then produces more dopamine, which fuels the pleasure centre of the brain- just like a low-grade line
of cocaine.

The Journey to the Afterlife 3
By Aicha Taouti (12 A)

Somewhere in between the flames and layer of the fire
of hell
And between heaven, the garden of paradise
I firmly stood and to sadly recognize
That there was no time to regret or apologise

That was when I started to think to myself,
Why? Why for Allah the holy Quran I didn’t memorize,
Why didn’t I think that one day, in front of Allah, I will
rise,
Why did all this have to be such a surprise,
And why is it so late that I do realize?

Instead of wasting my life to advertise
Some useless worldly devise
Why didn’t I use that time to organize
My life and then enjoy my afterlife?
Why do those who commit to the Quran to analyze,
Give me a clue or at least an advice.

After knowing that the decision has been finalized
I cried to myself for causing the rest of me to be terrorized
As I got closer to the gates of hell, I realized

Healthier substitutes to soft drinks are umpteen but it is up to one to choose
the healthiest fluids. Natural juice and coconut water are examples of such
liquids which contain numerable health benefits. They might contain little
sugar but are heaps better than the sugary, gooey, dyed asphalt with carbon
dioxide blended together to form bottles of soft drink. However, the most
hydrating and ideal choice is pure and natural water!!!

An old man approach me, that was a surprise!

A scientist once quoted: “Soft drinks are the gooey, bubbly fluids drowning
human beings”.

I was told that it was the thing I daily exercise

Therefore, it is important to realise the potential dangers which soft drinks
carry before being surrounded by a wide range of problems with a regretful
future!!!

And for always delaying it, I was supposed to realize

REFERENCE LIST:
Medical Daily, Last updated: 2016, Website: www.medicaldaily.com , Link:
http://www.medicaldaily.com/pulse/soft-drink-dangers-8-ways-sodanegatively-affects-your-health-319054
Harvard T.H. Chan, Last updated: 2016, Website: www.hsph.harvard,
Link: https://www.sph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/healthy-drinks/
soft-drinks-and-disease/
Mercola, Last updated: 2016, Website: articles.mercola.com, Link: http://
articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2009/02/10/10-diseaseslinked-to-soda.aspx
PMC, Last updated: 2007, Website: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov , Link: http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1829363/

To save my body from a place no one would want to
emphasize
When I asked about the identity of the old man, I idolize
And five times a day I would revise
So please never underestimate or criticize
As you will never know which of your deeds will help
through your afterlife

Though not so long after this, I wake up, realizing it was
a dream as I had just noticed
Ever since, to this day, I still thank Allah for the feeling
of the facts that I have realized,
There is no need to thank … the wise,
For this is just… a simple advise
From a Muslim who has learnt a lesson to make one
repent and survive.
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The true beauty hiding behind it all.

By: Samaah Berkhedle 12A
Voices screeching and fingers pointing
The sounds of laughter doesn’t seem to die
They make me mad, my blood boiling
All that faces them is not the truth but a lie

Loneliness is a monster from which I cannot run
They don’t seem to care to change
All I ever want is for this to be done
Oh how I wish that this could stop

Society doesn’t appear to care about anyone’s
passions
Instead they are quick to judge but never quit
People only assume from what is read in capital
Never do they try to see the real meaning behind it

These bullies don’t see what I see
Don’t feel what I feel
But certainly hear my plea
For that I shall heal

Consider society as the bully
The way we are treated because we are not the
same as the ‘society’
Hurts everyone clearly
More oppression is rising due to so called demands of society
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Yajooj and Majooj; The importance of saying Inshallah
Written By: Fatma Turac 11A

Yajooj and Majooj were beings as large as nations, they were terrifying and
destructive. The people explained everything to Dhul Qarnayan (Alexander the
Great), asking him to protect the people from their destruction. Dhul Qarnayan, in
turn, erected two walls made from molten copper and iron blocks, trapping the two
beings between two mountains and two solid walls.

The true story of Yajooj and Majooj is one that was told by The Prophet
Mohammad (S.A.W) to the followers of Islam. He said to the people: everyday
Yajooj and Majooj dig through the wall erected to contain them, and every day,
when the wall had become paper thin and they could see light shine through the
copper and iron, they say "we will finish tomorrow, let's go home". The next day,
however, the wall will be as thick and as solid as ever. Allah Almighty repaired the
wall as they slept, to prevent them from escaping.
The prophet (S.A.W) said: the day they say "Inshallah, tomorrow we will
finish" instead of "we will finish tomorrow", they will finally break free, indicating
the beginning of the day of judgement.
When we hear our parents say Inshallah, we often think that it's their secret
way of saying "no" however we must remember that it isn't that they’re saying ‘no’,
but they're actually saying "we will, if Allah wills it". It is good to remember that no
matter how much we want something to happen, even if we believe it will be good
for us, if we do not say Inshallah, it will very rarely happen. On the rare occasion that
it does, it often turns out to do more damage than good in our lives.

Difference is uniqueness not something to be
teased about

- Fatma Turac

Society likes to feel the same

References:

Hard to understand why, but instead you should
stand out

http://www.prayertimenyc.com/yajooj-and-majooj-story-islam/

From being someone else to being who you are

https://www.google.com.au/amp/s/noorslist.wordpress.com/2008/02/06/story-of-yajoojand-majooj-the-gog-and-magog/amp/

Don’t give the responsibility to others for you are to
blame
Be weird, be bizarre, be whoever you really are !

School clubs
By: Fatima Turac 11A

Word of
the month

It’s not too late to join! Al-Taqwa Collage is now holding lunch time and after
school Programs and clubs. Some of the Programs and clubs available are:

Programs:

Choir Performance to hang out with your friends and have a good time. For
any one thinking about looking for a job, these clubs look
Program



Writing Journal

Lackadaiscal
/lak-uh-day-zi-kuhl/
Adjective:

And Many more! Joining a club can be a great opportunity



Clubs:


Cooking, Drama,
Nerd, Calligraphy,
Art, Interior Design.

great on a resume and show that you’re willing to give up
some of your own time for another cause (something an
employer will look for). There are many more clubs that
aren't mentioned here so ask your homeroom teacher
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about the other clubs for more information and how to
join.
Written by: Fatma Turac 11A

How technology has helped the world
Written by: Samiha Zogheib and Aisha Ali (9C)

Technology is the present world, it affects people’s daily lives. Whether it inspires
somebody to constantly be playing video games or makes somebody a computer
hacker. It has changed the generation of teenagers/young adults rapidly. It has
made the generation more greedy, ignorant, and lazy.
Firstly, Technology has made an impact on retail. Nowadays people do not need to
leave their houses in order to get what they want. For example, there is no more
need to go to the supermarket if one can order clothes, food etc. online. There is
no longer any need to get tired from walking around the shops, instead just go
online and shop, the retail industry is at your fingertips, technology helps you order
food from supermarkets online in which they also get delivered to your house.
Secondly, over the past few years technology has taken over society. Everyone
uses technology nowadays, from children and teenagers to adults and elders.
Technology is a necessity in today’s generation and makes everything easier, but
can cause laziness and there are many misusers of it. Some examples are the
computer, television, cell phone, and video games. These technology devices distract people, it stops them from socialising with family and friends and makes them
more antisocial, lately teenagers have been overusing technology in the wrong
ways, back then teenagers didn't get the privilege to have a phone till the age of 16
or 17 and now as soon as one turns 13 they get a phone and plenty of other technology devices that affects not only their education but their daily lives and their
attitude towards family and others Technology has influenced people and their daily lives, some better than others.
Thirdly, it makes communication faster and more reliablee with people overseas.
Cell phones have as well made this a lot easier by allowing a call to be made from
anywhere around the house or even at the store. Texting has developed through
cell phones allowing communication without talking. However, it causes a lack of
social skills, people get so used to texting they become socially awkward and
scared when the situation comes to a stage where texting isn't an option, we are
staring at a screen waiting for a reply isn't an option, texting a lot gets one so used
to typing that they forget how to actually have a normal conversation with a human
being. The problem is more common amongst teens especially because almost
everyone of them has a cell phone.
Finally, technology has really changed our world if technology keeps going at this
rate it will be a huge success. Scientists might even build robots or even flying cars
in the near future. We don't know what the future beholds. I believe that technology
has vastly helped the world in communicating with other people overseas as it only
takes two seconds to research the internet for information which has a great impact
on our lives. Basically technology has its pros and cons, there are always ups and
downs of technology, but to always maintain the ups and to try your best to avoid
the downs all you need to do is use technology wisely, it just takes a little bit of selfcontrol.

Being Different
5
By: Safia Farah 12A

Being different can either be seen as a beautiful or strange thing,
But that does not mean that you need to
change a thing,
Depending on what the person sees,
You might forever be teased,
But please don’t change.
Smiling, laughing voices with only judgment
In their cold hearts,
I stand still being the target while they throw
the darts,
Feeling nothing but disowned by society,
Wonder when I will get relief from this terrible
anxiety,
But please don’t change.
Not knowing the difference between A and B,
Shows how you are drowning in a world full of
nonconformity,
Or in other words, clouds which are heavy and
grey,
Point fingers and laugh is what you’re told to
do all day,
But please don’t change.
Lost and out of place is what I constantly feel
every time,
Even though I should not be caring a dime,
Praying all the whispers in my head were gone,
And the next step was only to move on,
But please don’t change.

What kind of world would it be,
When everyone would not have a sense of
identity,
Instead of people pushing you around,
Perhaps it would be more of a welcoming
town,
But please don’t change.

Did You Know?

Lessons and meaningful things can be drawn
from these strings,
Being lonely can somehow be a good thing,

Did you know, mature red blood cells do not have a nucleus. They

Something strange or a change does not make
you estranged,

destroy the nucleus to make room for haemoglobin.

Remember these words… don’t ever change!

https://www.britannica.com/science/red-blood-cell
Written by: Aisha El-Kurdi 12B
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Deception

By Yasmin El Hassan 9B

Who knows what lies behind the eyes of civilians?
For depression is suffered by millions,
We all have our own regrets,
Ones we fail to forget,
I question if it’s all worth trying,
Or am I just better off lying,
Hiding the emotions that are slowly drowning me,
Forcing me to become someone I don’t want to be,
But I don’t question because everything occurs with reasoning,
That’s gonna take time to start believing,
Right now everything’s a waste,
So spit your soul less words and act like it ain’t just copy and paste,
Your lives are all so meaningless,
All so worried about how you look,
You all forgot the definition of humbleness.
I question if we are all better off blind,
And that way we are not segregated based on our kind,
And that way popularity would be defined by your class,
And not if you had the body of an hour glass,
But for what it’s worth welcome to society,
Where no one gives a damn about your poverty,
Where if you don’t look like a Calvin Klein model,
Might as well sit down quiet and subtle,
Because you’ll never get anywhere,
But behind a desk on a six level building on your rock-back chair,
Society will break you,
Then ask why you’re in the blue,
Help you to cry a river,
Then ask why you’re stone cold bitter.
Trip you down,
Then ask why you’re on the ground,
But I need you to know ‘yes’ you flaw and ‘no’ you’re perfect,
But despite all doubts you're still worth it!
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Interesting thoughts written
by Ayshah Altaf 12A

Dear time,
This letter may be short time, but it is only because I have not come to
understand you just yet. See we often think we have a lot of you, but soon we all
realise that you were only with us for a fraction of a second. Time you are a
mysterious being, one that exists in each one of our lives yet at certain periods.
For some you are there for decades, and for others, only a night.
Do you not think you are a bit inclusive with your presence? You take yourself
away from those who need you the most and give yourself to those who may
not want you at all.
Time… you have not promised anyone how long you'll be in their lives, neither
have you given us a clue, but I do know that each one of us are running out of
you, and sadly you are not one that can be brought, not even by the wealthiest.
Time I ask a request, which I have a feeling you will not fulfil, before you run out
in my existence, please leave a warning so that I may farewell you and maybe
just maybe even thank you.
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Mission
Al-Taqwa College aims to
produce good reflective selfdirected learners who have
problem-solving skills and
critical thinking abilities. It
aims to be a place where the
individuality of each person is
recognized, and where that
recognition is reflected in the
College’s curriculum diversity
and flexibility, diverse teaching strategies and student
centered processes.
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Student Editor
Committee

You will always find me in the past. I
can be created in the present, but the
future can never taint me. What am I?

Halima Abdul-Aziz

9C

Aisha El-Kurdi

12B

Nadine Fawal

10A

Rachid Kamareddine

12D

Naimo Omar

9C

Fatma Turac

11A

Sarah Youssef

9A

Answer: History

Write a poem about the
teachings and morals of the
Prophet Muhammad (SAW).
Due on: 25th of July, 2017

Fatima Turac (11A) for using her skills
in Microsoft Publisher to edit and put
the final piece of work together.
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https://garfield.com/comic/2015/08/10

